Mrs Jodie Sweeney

Maths
- Number and Place value
- Fractions and decimals
- Patterns and algebra
- Measurement

English
- Explore how stereotypes are used to persuade an audience.
- Create a persuasive response
- How stories use plot and characterisation to entertain and engage readers

1/2S are reaching for the stars in Term 4

Geography
- Places are special to us because of features they have.
- Connections to special places are affected by many things.
- The need to look after and care for special places.

Science
- Students use their senses to observe and explore the properties and movement of objects and the sources of light and sound.

Technology and Media
- Students will make changes to a beach to towel to improve its use.
- Students will produce a short multimedia presentation to display the improvements and how the new towel works.

Swimming
- Students will attend swimming lessons.
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